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“Bozhee
Dopomozhee.
Here They Come!”

1

Defending against a mechanized force
by Mr. Brendan B. McBreen

“E

cho-two!” I yelled into
the radio, but the net
was dead. Artillery detonations, overwhelmingly
loud and close, pounded in my eardrums. I tried to look for our weapons
positions over on the next finger, but
great gouts of black earth were being
thrown in the air and smoke clouded
everything.
On the muddy road below, dozens
of squat dark armored vehicles, ugly
and lethal, surged forward, firing at us
as they moved. Three of them stopped
and turned, raking the buildings where
3d Platoon was positioned, trying to fire
back, overwhelmed.
In minutes, the enemy was through
us. The violence and speed of their attack were a shock. I had thought that
close air support and artillery would kill
the enemy long before he got to us, but
I was wrong, especially in this weather.
Denied of all support, my company still
needed to block this road.
What had I done? My defensive
preparations were sloppy. I had units,
guns, and missiles in position, but they
were not coordinated. Some were badly
sited on wide forward slopes. Some had
no mutual support. I should have forced
better integration. I had failed my Marines, and I had failed my mission.
“Sir?” My eyes blinked open in the
sunlight. The corporal said, “Sir? Wake
up. The OpsO, Maj Nette, is here to
see you.”
“Good afternoon, Captain!” Maj
Nette boomed, “Col Swinton sent me
up here with a det from the heavy ma-
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Enemy mechanized vehicles. (Photo provided by author.)

>Mr. McBreen is a former Infantry
Officer who retired in 2012 after 25
years of service.

“How do we stop the
invasion? With concentrated antitank and machinegun fires.”
chinegun platoon. I want to look over
your positions, so grab a notebook and
let’s take a walk. While I talk, you can
draw me a picture.”
Maj Nette Holds a Seminar
“It looks to me,” the major said, “like

you placed your platoons first and then
they positioned their own weapons afterward. That’s backward. You’ll be overrun—like Task Force Smith! What do
you know about engagement areas?”
“Not much,” I said, “I was going to
reorganize my antitank weapons this
afternoon.” I did not want to mention
my dream about the Russians.
He looked at me and said, “An engagement area [EA] is an area where
the commander intends to contain and
destroy an enemy force with the massed
effects of all available weapons and supporting systems.2 And it’s not just for
tanks, but for any enemy attack.” We
walked together down the hill.
“There are seven steps. Each step is
a lot of work for you and your Marines.
Let me walk you through them and then
we’ll discuss your units and your EA.”
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“One. Identify enemy avenues of approach.”
Study the dirt. This is IPB [intelligence preparation of the battlefield]
steps 1 and 2, pure and simple.3 If battalion gives you an MCOO [modified
combined obstacle overlay] and terrain
effects matrix, good, but you need to
think through the military aspects of
your terrain in your area of operation—
key terrain, observation and fields of
fire, cover and concealment, obstacles,
and avenues of approach—KOCOA!
“Two. Identify the most likely enemy
course of action.”
“This is IPB step 4. Imagine the enemy’s attack. Think! Where is he going
to come? How will his reconnaissance
come? Does he know where we are?
Will he set up an SBF [support by fire]?
Will he fire artillery?”

The chokepoint at Bukovets. (Map provided by author.)

“Three. Determine where to kill the
enemy.”
“Pick an EA where the enemy is exposed to mass fires. Draw a box. Select a
TRP [target reference point] in the middle of each EA, and two or three more
so you can control fires.4 Record TRP
grids. Identify a trigger line to initiate
fires. Pick one EA for each approach.”5
“Four. Position weapons.”
“Big to little. This is the hard part.
What kills enemy vehicles? Missiles
and machineguns. Put them in first.
Mass heavy fires in the EA by assigning interlocking sectors of fire and flank
shots. And every weapon needs defilade—something solid between them
and the enemy.
Then you put down your infantry
battle positions to protect your weapons.
You can’t do it on a map. You have to
walk the dirt and draw the sectors with
your people. During your leader’s recon,
confirm all lines of sight before your
Marines dig in.”
“Five. Integrate obstacles.”
“You have to block that road. He’s
already canalized by the terrain, so
you’re exploiting the natural obstacles.
But you need to trap him inside the EA
with a man-made obstacle. If you had
engineers, they could build an obstacle
50
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Two EAs. (Map provided by author.)

Interlocking sectors of fire for anti-tank weapons. (Map provided by author.)
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An obstacle and a pre-planned artillery target in the EA.

(Map provided

by author.)

Column of enemy vehicles traveling along a main supply route
entering into a potential EA. (Photo provided by author.)

or minefield to block, disrupt, fix, or
turn. You don’t, so drag a vehicle out
there—something heavy. Cover your
obstacle with direct fire to slow down
his breaching efforts.”
“Six. Plan indirect fires.”
“Issue essential fire support tasks.
Distant targets attrit the enemy, disrupt his reconnaissance, hide your
exact location, and enable CAS. Near
targets—inside your EA—defeat the
enemy and protect you with FPFs [final
protective fire].6 Your fire support team
should come back to you with a target
list and the fire support coordination
measures that protect your OPs [observation posts] and battle positions.
Make sure your fire plan has redundant
observers and nets.”
“Seven. Rehearse.”
“Have the XO [executive officer]
drive your vehicles through the EA
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from the enemy direction.
Rehearse indirect and direct fire
commands—you, the FAC [forward
air controller], the FOs [forward observers, and your leaders: reporting, calls
for fire, trigger lines, opening fire, and
shifting fire between TRPs. Make adjustments. When you’re done, rehearse
again at night, and then move to alternate and supplementary positions.”
“Seven steps!” Maj Nette smiled,
“Easy! Show me what you’ve got. What
are your thoughts?”
I handed the major my sketch and
pointed north. “The valley narrows
here. Less than 500 meters. It’s a natural
defile,” I said, “Bukovets is key terrain,
and so are these two flanking hills that
control it. I think more than a dozen
vehicles will come south here on Route
5. It won’t be the main attack, just a
probe on our northern flank. He’ll be in
a hurry, so I doubt he’ll put reconnaissance in front. I’ve drawn two EAs, one

for each approach. TRPs 1 and 2 divide
each of the EAs into quadrants. The
river, Phase Line BLUE, is our trigger
line. With six machineguns, two M2s,
two Javelins, and two TOW SABERs,
we’re going to tuck pairs of guns into
the draws on each flank, behind the
shoulders of these hills. Main effort on
the left covers EA TIGER. Long-range
weapons on the right interlock on TIGER and also reach LION.”
“That’s good,” the major nodded,
studying the hills, “We may have to
adjust your battlefield geometry and
move those OPs. Plus add sUAS.”
“I have a question,” I said, “We don’t
emphasize anti-tank training, and we
don’t have many anti-armor SOPs [standard operating procedures]. Where did
you learn all this?”
“From the manual!” said the major,
“The seven steps of EA development
are in the Infantry Company manual. It
should also be in our Infantry Battalion
manual, but it’s not. Unpreparedness!
The Machine Guns manual explains
range cards for single guns, but not how
to integrate multiple guns in an EA. It’s
the same for our Antiarmor manual.
That text is thirty years old—1992—
which shows how much we care about
this mission! I prefer the Army manuals,” he said, “The Army is serious about
fighting armored threats. Look at the
Army’s Infantry Company and Infantry
Battalion manuals for EA development.
The best EA graphics are actually in the
Stryker manual.”
The Problem with Integration
“Here’s the bigger problem,” continued Maj Nette, “None of these manuals
explain how the company commander
integrates direct fires. What is the topdown process, and what is the product?
The process starts at the bottom where
each weapon completes a range card,
DA Form 5517. With twelve weapons—
twelve range cards—you get twelve sets
of targets, all numbered the same: 1, 2,
and 3. So there are twelve things labeled
‘Target 1’ plus your own TRP 1! The
Machine Guns manual states that for
every gun, ‘the FPL is always Target 1.’
So, when you say ‘Fire Target 1,’ you do
not get concentrated fires on one target,
you get chaos!”
www.mca-marines.org/gazette
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“Then what do we do with them,
sir?” I asked.
“Someone at the platoon or company
level has to consolidate these range cards
into one master target list, eliminate
duplicates, ignore minor targets, renumber, and add company TRPs. Then the
new numbers need to be pushed back
to the gunners to update their range
cards. Targets outside a gunner’s sector
of fire are added to his card so he can
report enemy activity or shift his sector
of fire. The product is a direct fire plan.7
What does it look like? I don’t know.
The manuals don’t say. They use the
terms direct fire plan, fire plan sketch, fire
plan, and sector sketch interchangeably,
with no definitions and no descriptions.
And their example fire plan sketches
are incomplete and inconsistent! So,
let’s agree that a direct fire plan is a
fire plan sketch plus a master target list.
If you’re going to ruthlessly concentrate
combat power, integrate weapons, and
mass fires into your EA then you need
a single company-level fire plan sketch
and a target list to track what weapons
cover what targets. And let’s integrate
only the larger weapons that will accomplish your mission. Leave the SMAWs,
MAAWs, and AT rockets for platoon
defense.”
Company Direct Fire Plan
“Now I know you’re going to ask,
‘What’s the difference between a TRP
and a target?’”
I nodded, making a note on my fire
plan sketch.
“Machineguns and antitank missiles have actual targets, specific points
on the deck with azimuths and T&E
data on the guns. But a TRP is just
an offset, a general location requiring
an adjustment, a talk-on. Sometimes,
when there’s no time, TRPs are enough.
But if you don’t want to fire blindly in
the dark or through smoke, you need
actual targets, listed on a deconflicted
master target list. This level of precision
requires preparation and registration.”
I was frustrated. “I’ve never consolidated multiple range cards onto a
single fire plan sketch in my life,” I said,
“I’ve never even watched it done. I don’t
think I’ve ever even seen a properlycompleted range card!”
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Sectors of fire, each with the same target numbers.

(Map provided by au-

thor.)

Direct Fire Plan: Fire Plan Sketch with renumbered targets. (Map provided
by author.)

Direct Fire Plan: Master Target List with renumbered targets. (Photo provided by author.)

“Then you’re going to get plenty of
practice,” the major said, “and maybe
some live-fire training. Now let’s make
it happen! When I come back tomorrow, we’ll have a lot more to talk about:

engagement criteria8 and engagement
priorities, night and thermal TRPs,
supplementary positions, single EA commanders, and target numbering SOPs.9
Then I want you to talk me onto a target
Marine Corps Gazette • July 2022

using EA quadrants. Remember! In Europe, half the line-of-sight ranges are under a thousand meters. One grid square!
Ninety percent of your targets will be
closer than two thousand meters!”
“Thanks, Sir,” I said. “My direct fire
plan needs some work. I’ve got to combine my direct fire, my indirect fire, and
my obstacle plans. And I still need to
coordinate with adjacent units before
dark.”
“Good,” Maj Nette said, “It looks like
we’ve all learned something new today!
Back at Pendleton, it would have been
easy. You could have done this company
direct fire plan drill in an afternoon
with a handful of gunners and your
lieutenants!”
Notes
1. Bozhee dopomozhy nam—Ukrainian curse:
God help us!

2. Engagement area (EA): An area where the
commander intends to contain and destroy an
enemy force with the massed effects of all available weapons and supporting systems.

6. FPF (final protective fire): An immediately
available prearranged barrier of fire designed
to impede enemy movement across defensive
lines or areas.

3. IPB (intelligence preparation of the battlefield): The systematic process of analyzing the
mission variables of enemy, terrain, weather,
and civil considerations in an area of interest
to determine their effect on operations. See
Headquarters Marine Corps, MCRP 2-10B.1,
Intelligence Preparation of the Battlespace, (Washington, DC: May 2016).

7. Fire plan: A tactical plan for using the weapons of a unit or formation so that their fire will
be coordinated.

4. TRP (target reference point): A predetermined point of reference, normally a permanent
structure or terrain feature that can be used
when describing a target location.
5. Trigger line: A phase line located on identifiable terrain that crosses the engagement area
that is used to initiate and mass fires into an
engagement area at a predetermined range for
all or like weapon systems.

8. Engagement criteria: Protocols that specify
those circumstances for initiating engagement
with an enemy force.
9. Engagement priority: Specifies the order
in which the unit engages enemy systems or
functions.
* "Some Ukrainian citizen-soldiers have now
killed more tanks than the entire Marine Corps.
Ever."

Marine Corps References for EA

External References for EA

• MCRP 3-10A.2 Infantry Company Operations. Chapter 7 explains the
seven steps of EA development.
• MCRP 3-10A.1 Infantry Battalion Operations. Mentions EAs but does
not explain EA procedures.
• MCRP 3-10A.4 Marine Rifle Squad. Chapter 4 directs gunners to draw
a range card and squad leaders to draw a fire plan sketch.

• ATP 3-21.10 Infantry Rifle Company. Chapter 3 is EA development.
Appendix C is direct fire planning.
• ATP 3-21.20 Infantry Battalion. Chapter 3 is EA development. Appendix D is weapons employment.
• ATP 3-21.8 Infantry Platoon and Squad. Chapter 3 is EA development.
Appendix B is direct fire planning. Proponent for range cards: DA Form
5517.

• MCRP 3-10A.3 Marine Infantry Platoon. Chapter 7 explains the seven
steps of EA development.
• MCTP 3-01C Machine Guns and Machine Gun Gunnery. Page 6-49
explains machinegun range cards.
• MCTP 3-01F MAGTF Antiarmor Operations.). Page 3-26 explains
antiarmor range cards.

• ATP 3-21.11 Stryker Brigade Combat Team Infantry Rifle Company.
Chapter 3 explains EA development. Chapter 8 is direct fire planning.
• K.A. Nette, “The Rise, Fall, & Rebirth of the ‘Emma Gees.’ The classic
article on company-level machinegun integration and employment.”
• W. Mills & M. Rasmussen, “Bringing Anti-Armor Back: Fixing a Critical Capability Gap in the Marine Corps.”
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